2016 IC Photography Contest
Fall in Love with MCU at First Sight Winning List
Student ID: 04270164
First Place

Title: Yours simple choice, yet last forever. Choose Well
This moment is precious to me, and this moment is for my Graphic and Design
professor, Dr. Chuang Chia Chi. She encouraged me to participate in this
competition, Fall in Love with MCU at First Sight, my very first photography
competition. I don’t own a professional camera or high range lens but I love
looking at pictures and enjoy the moment of taking it. I’ve loved drawing but I’ve
got no natural talent for it. But, I’m glad that photography can replace my love
towards pictures. I feel very honored to be receiving my first photography award
and that I’ve learnt to enjoy doing what I love, where I am comfortable, happy
and at peace. Photography isn’t something temporary; but to be able to return to
it in the near future. At the end of the day, it’s all worth the time I’ve
invested.The description “Your simple choice, yet last forever. Choose well”, is
truly made based on my personal experience. It’s a simple click to decide to
study in MCU after seven years being a dancer in a performing arts in New york,
which is a completely different field. But, I’ve never regret for making this
accurate choice.By winning this competition, it motivates me to take a step
deeper in this field and to appreciate everything and each person around me.
Student ID: 01270035

Second Place

Topic: My favorite corner
I came to Taiwan in September 2012, and will be officially graduating soon. I
usually sat at my favorite corner as you can see in this photo. There is sunshine
during summer, and you can feel the wind in the winter. From this view, we can
see building A right in front of us. At the same time, if you turn around, you can
see a nice view of Shilin nigh market which is MCU's students' favorite place. I
am glad to win this contest! Thank you Ming Chuan University for being my nice
friend during these four years. It's time for me to say good bye. Wish everyone
the best!
Student ID: 03911571

Third Place

Topic: Volleyball girls
Thank you so much for the 3rd Place Award. I'm so grateful for this award. I've
studied in Ming Chuan for 2 years. I love playing volleyball and joined in the IC
volleyball team. And it becomes my inspiration to take this photo. This is my first
time to participate this competition. I'm looking forward to joining MCU
photography competition again since I had fun and gained a good experience
from it. Thank you

Student ID: 03270104
Honorable Mention
Topic: I love Ming Chuan’s Stairs
I feel thankful for the opportunity Ming Chuan University gave me to participate
in such an interesting photography competition. This is my first time competing
and even though I didn’t win the first place I feel inspired for keep practicing my
photography skills. Thank you so much for awarding my participation, I think
what is most important is being able to show my work to school and the things
I’m learning in Ming Chuan.
Student ID: 04570354
Honorable Mention

Topic: 1. Balloon flies, People go away 2.Square
It's really glad to receive the award. Because the topic is about our school, seems
quite close our daily life in campus. First photo "Balloon flies, People go away" its
describe about the graduates in mcu. Every year just one chance and also surprising
capture the moment. Second photo "Square" its describe about the different aspect
for our stairs. Though we confused about so many stairs in college, we change
another way will find treasury.
Thanks for judge, i'll keep going capture the moment and share my photos.

Student ID: 04270164
Honorable Mention

Topic: Happiness is part of MCU, relax is the feeling
There were two out of five of my photographs selected in this photography
competition, topic “Fall in Love with MCU at First Sight”. With description
‘Happiness is part of MCU, relax is the meaning’ is to show that there are always
ups and downs in life no matter where we are, at the same time there are tons of
undiscovered things to cheer us. Take a seat and have a break at this relaxing spot
in MCU with your friends, you will realize that this is one of the precious
moment you’ll recall in the near future. I am very honored to receive this award
and I believe to learn more knowledge in this field and to bring more meaningful
and creative photos in future.

